Description

This class is a lecture-workshop for SYSVIEW users that want to extend the functionality of SYSVIEW and REXX. Topics will include using GSS, IMODS, and coding REXX routines to exploit SYSVIEW commands.

Topics

- GSS
- IMOD Processing
- REXX Processing
- System Condition Monitor

Audience

This class is intended for SYSVIEW users that want to extend the functionality of the product and exploit all the available facilities. Extensive coding of routines will be involved to ensure familiarity with the different mechanisms available to the programmer.

Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites for this course.

Duration

Three days
Exploiting SYSVIEW and GSS using REXX

Course Outline

I. GSS
   A. Components
   B. ISETS
   C. Basic operation

II. IMOD Processing
    A. IMOD Editor
    B. Coding IMODS
    C. IMOD Service Routines
    D. Extended functions
    E. SYSVIEW API

III. REXX Processing
     A. Batch execution
     B. Server IMODS
     C. Global variables
     D. Additional GSS functions

IV. System Condition Monitor
    A. IMOD requirements for SCM